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Vertex Import improves patient care by significantly reducing the need for re-imaging or requesting a re-send.
Versatile, intuitive, and easy-to-use; incoming DICOM and proprietary* data can be seamlessly viewed, reconciled, and imported into PACS.
Enable a Vertex Scan license to manage paper, film, visible light, video, and digital documents.

Import from Any device: Import directly from CD, DVD, Blu-ray, USB, hard drive, network drive, permanent, and temporary archives.
Streamline your workflow by eliminating the need for multiple applications.

View Incoming Studies: DICOM and proprietary* studies on local devices (removable media, hard drive, Vertex Cache) can be viewed
to ensure importing of proper data.

Manage Encrypted Data: By simply typing in the password, Vertex allows you to seamlessly import DICOM and FIPS 140-2
conformant studies.

Select Relevant Data: Choose only the studies and series you wish to import. Eliminate the need to import non-essential studies –
saving time, storage space, and reducing liability.

Unlimited client License: Any number of authorized users, groups, or workstations can utilize Vertex Import without running into
licensing limitations or extra fees.

Import with Confidence: Sometimes datasets are missing and/or contain poorly formatted DICOM tags. Vertex’s intelligent DICOM
Import tools visually notify you of missing required tags and reasonably auto corrects poorly formatted data in non-essential tags.

Proprietary Data Support: Totally transparent to the user, proprietary* studies can be viewed, reconciled, and imported into PACS – Increasing operational efficiency, eliminating resend requests, and avoiding re-scans, improving patient care.

Reconcile Flexibly: Ensure data integrity by using modality worklist, PACS query, and manual entry methods to reconcile patient and study demographics as well as correcting inaccurate
DICOM tag data. Datasets can also be anonymized for research purposes.

Client Access Control: For security and regulatory purposes, individual users, groups, or workstations can be configured to have access to incoming devices and destinations.
*Contact us to see what formats are supported.

Vertex Platform

Cloud-brokered medical
data sharing

Add Paper Film, Digital Images and
Documents to PACS- scan paper or
film and include images and
documents in studies

Medical imaging made easy- the most affordable, scalable medical data systems

Automated DICOM CD
burners plus CD importing

Reconcile Incoming DICOM and
Proprietary Studies- Import
DICOM and proprietary data from
CDs and removable media

Post-process and convert
exiting video files to DICOM

Manually send to local CD burner,
removable media, and drives

Compact, economical video
recorder integrated with
Vertex Video

Securely send studies using
DICOM TLS with no VPN

Scheduled, Intelligent routing to
any device

REVIEWER
Manage internally and externally generated DICOM and non-DICOM medical images within your role and workflow with Reviewer.
Reviewer CD

Reviewer MD

Reviewer Admin

View and browse files on every CD
(DICOM and proprietary) with this easyto-use, FREE DICOM viewer software

Burn, view, store, import, and share
studies from a variety of sources; send
to a printer or create an encrypted
DISC on the fly

View, import, burn, share, scan,
re-identify, encrypt, and MORE;
do it all with this Master Edition
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